2002 vulcan

Make Kawasaki. Original Owner. Bike only taken out in Summer and Never Dropped. Excellent
Condition. Crimson Red Metalic paint miles always garaged has a fat boy low winshield with
blackout bottom. The Vulcan Classic continues to be a sales-floor success, as the version
provides consumers with the opportunity to embrace heavyweight cruisers without
over-extending their budget. The result is an upscale yet traditional custom-style cruiser that
comes in rich, two-tone paint schemes with copious amounts of chrome. Model Vulcan Mean
Streak. NEW for ! Model Vulcan Classic. Runs well, smooth ride. Feel the throttle and wind, and
hit those open Colorado roads! This bike has some stories to tell but it wont But it WILL just
help you create your own. Ride solo or two up! She will make you happy either way! It has a
windsheild but who the hell wants THAT?!? Ride her open and hard, she wont let you down!
Priced to sell fast! Come on out to Weld and take a look, before shes gone! Only 26k miles.
Comes with Screaming Eagle pipes, New rear tire, Just recently serviced. Motorcycle comes
with leather saddle bags, sissy bar, windshield, and a new Corbin Custom seat still in the box.
Great Bike doesn't need anything! Model KLR This is a bike we sold to a gentlemen who's wife
recently got pregnant and said the bike had to go, so now it is back here for sale on
consignment! It has also recently undergone an oil change, tune up and full service and is up to
date on State Inspection. This bike is extremely clean and hardly has any wear or fade.
Awesome color scheme and classic look before the body style was changed. We love the old
KLRs as they still look like true Dualsports. Stop by GarageTRS anytime. We are located on 26
Glendale Ave. You can also call Lauren at for more info Be sure to check out website as well for
all of our current inventory and financing specials and information Alamo Heights, TX. Davis,
CA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Eaton, NH. Memphis, TN. Ravenscroft, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Alert
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Index Page. Click photo to enlarge. It makes a great desktop image. Reminiscent of the s, the
Vulcan Classic is loaded with nostalgic traits, such as deeply valanced fenders and a big, fat tire
on the spoked front wheel. Chromed covers make the fork downtubes shine and are
complemented by a large chromed headlight housing. The tank-mounted speedometer adds
extra custom look appeal, as does the low-stepped seat. This classic styling, combined with
modern performance features and affordable pricing, make this V-twin cruiser a class leader on
the sales floor. Powering the Vulcan Classic is a rubber-mounted cc V-twin engine with a
single-pin crankshaft, and a gear-driven balancer to reduce vibration. Finned cylinders and
four-valve heads are liquid cooled for optimum thermal control. A spin-on oil filter helps keep
maintenance at a minimum. The 36mm Keihin carburetor is equipped with an accelerator pump
for quick throttle response. The single backbone, double cradle frame design gives the Vulcan
Classic stability at highway speeds and maneuverability on city streets. Up front, the 41mm
front fork aids in handling and offers a wide stance for the classic cruiser look. By combining
modern features with nostalgic V-twin looks, the Vulcan Classic makes a smart statement about
style and value. The venerable Vulcan LTD, Vulcan and Vulcan models retain the stylish
characteristics that have made them popular, and are now available in new hues. The Classics
include the , and Fi, and provide a choice in both displacement and technological advancement
without sacrificing style. Similarly, the Drifter and Drifter provide a stylish retro appearance, but
in both the mid- and heavyweight-cruiser genres. In addition to the bikes, a key element to the
cruiser lifestyle is customizing the motorcycle to fit individual design tastes and performance
needs. Motorcyclists can choose from literally hundreds of parts to customize their Kawasaki
Vulcan motorcycles, and in doing so, make their own bold statement. Bore x Stroke 88 x

Compression Ratio 9. Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with
national regulation and legislations. You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker.
About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over
Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and
being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without
the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a
difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan. This
bike is in great shape and has never been down. Second adult owner, would ride this bike
anywhere, always garage kept and serviced professionally. Has only one small scratch on gas
tank other that that it is flawless.. Floorboard foot rest,Extra high windshield to many extra to
list. Dark Navy Blue color, well maintained, lowered 2 inches, cc motor, aftermarket cobra dual
exhaust, bar risers, low profile rear turn signals, new battery as of this week. Runs perfect!
Model Nomad. Loaded with extras. Power commander,crash bars,batwing fairing,adjustable
backrest for the solo rider,Vance and Hines bagger nation pipes,mustang seat,cruise control
very nice cruiser miles. Looking for a nice side by side for hunting if interested contact me at
located in Paulden,az also heal toe shifter,new tires also. Very nice good running bike. Price is
best reasonable offer. Model Valcan Classic. Come check it out. Power: For sale is a
well-maintained Vulcan Nomad Fi Low mileage at 12,5XX. Additionally, Kawasaki also installed a
Vulcan Meanstreak front end for increased braking power dual discs! Bike also comes with
aftermarket windshield, Mustang solo seat, Kawasaki hard bag liners, rear passenger
floorboards, etc. Bike needs nothing! It has great tires. Wife is 5'5" and rode the bike with ease.
Every light on the bike has been upgraded to bright LEDs, to include the headlight, mini
tombstone-style taillight, etc. All upgrades done correctly solder, shrinktube, turn signals flash
at proper rate, etc. Must have motorcycle endorsement and proof of insurance to test ride. Not
in any hurry to sell. Clean title and ready to ride. Selling since family is growing. Price is firm in
light of the thousands of upgrades on this bike. Be unique Will have full service oil change, etc.
The bad: there are a few mostly unnoticeable paint chips not dents and small scuffs on the bike.
These are from when Kawasaki NA shipped the bike to and from shows. In the time we have
owned the bike however, people only give the bike it's due praise for the beautiful paint and
powerful engine! Also had the valve cover gaskets and seals replaced at the same time. Tires
have less than 1. Has Vance and Hines Pipes. Speakers mounted for music device. No leaks or
mechanical issues that I'm aware of. Runs great and can take it anywhere. Serious inquires
only. Will not ship and cash only. Hard bags are fading paint a little. Has a few small scratches
here and there Looking to sell or trade for a different bike. Thanks for looking! Model Vulcan
Nomad Fi. Combining both comfort and good looks, the Kawasaki Vulcan Nomad Fi V-twin
touring cruiser represents the continuing evolution of the company s Vulcan line. The Nomad s
elegant styling, comfortable touring package and performance-oriented features such as digital
fuel injection demonstrate that this motorcycle is more than just another cruiser. After earning
Cruiser of the Year status from Cruising Rider magazine in , the Nomad Fi was updated with a
larger five-gallon fuel tank for greater touring range, an electronic speedometer and a
repositioned steering lock. The result is an upscale yet traditional custom-style cruiser that
comes in rich, two-tone paint schemes with copious amounts of chrome. The result is an
upscale yet traditional custom-style cruiser that comes in rich two-tone paint schemes with
copious amounts of chrome. After earning? Cruiser of the Year? Fi V-twin touring cruiser
represents the continuing evolution of the company? Easton, PA. Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne,
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Summer and Never Dropped. Excellent Condition. Crimson Red Metalic paint miles always
garaged has a fat boy low winshield with blackout bottom. The Vulcan Classic continues to be a
sales-floor success, as the version provides consumers with the opportunity to embrace
heavyweight cruisers without over-extending their budget. The result is an upscale yet
traditional custom-style cruiser that comes in rich, two-tone paint schemes with copious
amounts of chrome. Model Vulcan Mean Streak. NEW for ! Model Vulcan Classic. Runs well,
smooth ride. Feel the throttle and wind, and hit those open Colorado roads! This bike has some
stories to tell but it wont But it WILL just help you create your own. Ride solo or two up! She will
make you happy either way! It has a windsheild but who the hell wants THAT?!? Ride her open
and hard, she wont let you down! Priced to sell fast! Come on out to Weld and take a look,
before shes gone! Only 26k miles. Comes with Screaming Eagle pipes, New rear tire, Just

recently serviced. Motorcycle comes with leather saddle bags, sissy bar, windshield, and a new
Corbin Custom seat still in the box. Great Bike doesn't need anything! Model KLR This is a bike
we sold to a gentlemen who's wife recently got pregnant and said the bike had to go, so now it
is back here for sale on consignment! It has also recently undergone an oil change, tune up and
full service and is up to date on State Inspection. This bike is extremely clean and hardly has
any wear or fade. Awesome color scheme and classic look before the body style was changed.
We love the old KLRs as they still look like true Dualsports. Stop by GarageTRS anytime. We are
located on 26 Glendale Ave. You can also call Lauren at for more info Be sure to check out
website as well for all of our current inventory and financing specials and information Gresham,
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